
COMPONENT SERVICES



TAILORED SERVICES TO 
MAXIMIZE YOUR FLEET 
TIME IN THE AIR
Whatever component service solution you 
require, we will find the option that offers 
the greatest benefits for you.

Each day, SR Technics provides more than 1,000 
aircraft with the right part, nose to tail, wherever 
they happen to land across the world. Our global 
pool guarantees parts availability to Airbus and 
Boeing operators on 24/7 basis, regardless of their 
location and operating model. 

By accessing the stocks around the globe, our 
dedicated component loan and exchange services 
team fulfills critical part requirements with the 
industry’s shortest response times. Combining 
long-standing and proven experience with high-end 
engineering expertise, our component shops offer 
top quality repair services with a record turnaround. 
Whatever component services you require, we are 
dedicated to providing best-in class support tailored 
to your needs at competitive prices.

SERVICE 

COMPETENCE 

RELIABILITY

Why SR Technics?
›  Highly flexible and tailored solutions
›   Broad service portfolio from single repair, loan and 

exchange up to nose-to-tail programs based on a 
flight hour rate 

›   Global pool of components covering all common 
Airbus and Boeing platforms

›   Worldwide services and support network with local 
presencein all major regions around the globe

›   Your partner for all types of component support!



AVAILABILITY

Key facts:
›   1,000+ aircraft under contract
› 50,000+ component shop visits per year
›  Global component pool with over  

USD 900M inventory
›  Capabilities covering all common  

Airbus and Boeing platforms
›  Six warehouse and component  

distribution centers around the globe
› FAA and EASA certified

FLEXIBILITY



About SR Technics 
SR Technics is a world leading MRO service provider 
backed by more than 80 years of operational experience.

Headquartered at Zurich Airport, we serve around 
500 customers worldwide with comprehensive 
services for the technical support and management 
of their aircraft fleets, engines and components.  
This is coupled with extensive engineering  
know-how, 24/7 worldwide component availability, 
broad technical training offerings and cabin 
modification services. 

For further information, please visit  
www.srtechnics.com.

SR Technics
8058 Zurich Airport
Switzerland

+41 58 688 66 66
sales@srtechnics.com


